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Acoustic backscattering measurements and associated scattering modeling were recently conducted
on a type of benthic shelled animal that has a spiral form of shell~Littorina littorea!. Benthic and
planktonic shelled animals with this shape occur on the seafloor and in the water column,
respectively, and can be a significant source of acoustic scattering in the ocean. Modeling of the
scattering properties allows reverberation predictions to be made for sonar performance predictions
as well as for detection and classification of animals for biological and ecological applications. The
studies involved measurements over the frequency range 24 kHz to 1 MHz and all angles of
orientation in as small as 1° increments. This substantial data set is quite revealing of the physics of
the acoustic scattering by these complex shelled bodies and served as a basis for the modeling.
Specifically, the resonance structure of the scattering was strongly dependent upon angle of
orientation and could be traced to various types of rays~e.g., subsonic Lamb waves and rays
entering the opercular opening!. The data are analyzed in both the frequency and time domain
~compressed pulse processing! so that dominant scattering mechanisms could be identified. Given
the complexity of the animal body~irregular elastic shell with discontinuities!, approximate
scattering models are used with only the dominant scattering properties retained. Two models are
applied to the data, both approximating the body as a deformed sphere:~1! an averaged form of the
exact modal-series-based solution for the spherical shell, which is used to estimate the
backscattering by a deformed shell averaged over all angles of orientation, and produces reasonably
accurate predictions over allk1aesr ~k1 is the acoustic wave number of the surrounding water and
aesr is the equivalent spherical radius of the body!, and ~2! a ray-based formula which is used to
estimate the scattering at fixed angle of orientation, but only for highk1aesr. The ray-based model
is an extension of a model recently developed for the shelled zooplanktonLimacina retroversathat
has a shape similar to that of theLittorina littorea but swims through the water@Stantonet al., J.
Acoust. Soc. Am.103, 236–253~1998b!#. Applications of remote detection and classification of the
seafloor and water column in the presence of shelled animals are discussed. ©2000 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!01702-1#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Ft, 43.30.Sf, 43.30.Hw, 43.20.Fn@DLB#
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

1,2 subscripts indicating medium ‘‘1’’~surrounding
fluid! and medium ‘‘2’’ ~body medium!

a radius of sphere
ā average radius of an irregular sphere
aesr equivalent spherical radius—radius of sphe

that has same volume as object of interest
aL related to dispersion of Lamb wave
bm modal-series coefficient for spherical shell
bL attenuation coefficient of Lamb wave on elas

shelled sphere
c1 ,c2 sound speed for medium ‘‘1’’~surrounding fluid!

and medium ‘‘2’’ ~body medium!
cL sound speed of Lamb wave
c̄L cL evaluated fork1ā
535 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 108 (2), August 2000 0001-4966/2000/10
Da deviation in effective radius from mean radius
rough sphere

f scattering amplitude
f bs scattering amplitude in backscattering directio
f spec, components off bs from front interface
f op, f Lamb ~‘‘specular wave’’!, opercular opening of shell

and in association with Lamb wave, respective
F packing factor for scatterers on the seaflo

@5~area covered by scatterers!/~total area of sea-
floor!#

Fspec, empirical factors, ranging in value from 0
Fop,FL to 1, to account for loss of each respective wa

~specular, opercular, Lamb! due to discontinuity
in shell

g r2 /r1

GL coupling coefficient for combination of landin
5358(2)/535/16/$17.00 © 2000 Acoustical Society of America
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and launching of Lamb waves on shell
h c2 /c1

hc h for compressional sound speed in elastic sh
hs h for shear sound speed in elastic shell
i A21
k1 acoustic wave number (52p/l1) in medium

‘‘1’’ ~surrounding fluid!
l1 acoustic wavelength in medium ‘‘1’’~surround-

ing fluid!
pscat scattered pressure
Pinc incident pressure at the object
FL phase shift of Lamb wave heuristically added f

nonideal body
r1 ,r2 mass density in medium ‘‘1’’~surrounding fluid!

and medium ‘‘2’’ ~body medium!

INTRODUCTION

Marine organisms can sometimes be a significant sou
of acoustic scattering. The scattering properties of the
mals need to be understood for two major reasons:~1! Sonar
performance prediction. When designing a sonar system
sources of reverberation, i.e., unwanted scattered sign
need to be modeled so that the performance of the sys
can be predicted in terms of the signal-to-reverberation ra
The reverberation from marine life can sometimes ca
false alarms in active sonar detection systems.~2! Bioacous-
tical oceanography. Biologists can take advantage of the
that certain marine life scatters sound and use acoustic
tems to survey the animals. The scattering needs to be m
eled so that the echo data from the survey can be interpr
in terms of meaningful biological parameters such as len
and numerical density.

There is a wide range of animals that live in the oce
including fish and zooplankton that live in the water colum
and the animals that live in the benthic~seafloor! zone. The
fish and planktonic animals will contribute to acoustic sc
tering from the water column while the benthic animals w
contribute to scattering by the seafloor. There are thousa
of species present in the ocean and it would not be prac
to model the scattering by each animal on a species
species basis. It has been convenient to characterize the
mals according to their gross anatomical group. For exam
in a recent study, zooplankton were grouped according
whether they were weak scatterers, elastic shelled bodie
gas-bearing~Stantonet al., 1994, 1996, 1998a, 1998b!. Fish
are sometimes characterized according to whether or not
have a swimbladder~Foote, 1980!.

Shelled animals are present both in the water colu
and on the seafloor. For example, pteropods are a grou
gastropod molluscar zooplankton that swim throughout
water column and other gastropod groups reside on the
floor. There has been significant evidence that these anim
can influence or even dominate the volume and seafloo
verberation, respectively, when present~Wiebeet al., 1996,
1997; Jacksonet al., 1986; Stanicet al., 1989; Zhang, 1996!.
The main issue in modeling the acoustic scattering by
shelled bodies is that their shape is so complex. In addit
536 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 2, August 2000
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R12 plane wave/plane interface reflection coefficie
@reflection off of medium ‘‘2’’ ~body medium!
due to incident beam in medium ‘‘1’’~surround-
ing fluid!# @5(r2c2 /r1c121)/(r2c2 /r1c1

11)#
RTS reduced target strength
SA area scattering strength
s r ^Da

2&1/2 ~roughness parameter of irregular shel!
sbs differential backscattering cross section
TS target strength
ug grazing angle~ug590° corresponds to norma

incidence!
uL launch/land angle for Lamb wave
^...& average over ensemble of statistically indepe

dent samples
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few measurements of the material properties are available
use in the modeling. There are no exact~analytical! math-
ematical solutions available to describe the scattering, so
proximate analytical or numerical approaches must be u
Further complicating the issue is the fact that, even if a g
eral solution were known, the shape of the shells is su
ciently complex that the characterization of the morpholo
is a challenge.

In a recent study, the acoustic scattering properties
several major zooplankton groups were studied and mo
developed~Stantonet al., 1998b!. One of these groups in
volved the planktonic shelled gastropod~Limacina retro-
versa!. This is a thin-shelled snail that swims throughout t
water column, can occur at numerical densities of up to th
sands per cubic meter, and can~collectively! produce signifi-
cant reverberation levels~Wiebe et al., 1996, 1997!. At-sea
measurements of the scattering by the animals were mad
a laboratory-style tank shortly after they were caught. Bro
band signals were used to investigate the resonance sc
ing structure and scattering models were developed. K
scattering mechanisms were identified in this highk1aesr re-
gion: there was significant evidence that a subsonic La
wave was the source of some of the structure observed~Stan-
ton et al., 1998b! ~k1 is the wave number of the surroundin
water andaesr is the equivalent spherical radius of the irreg
lar body, which is the radius of a sphere with the same v
ume as the irregular body!. Furthermore, the structure an
overall scattering levels changed with orientation, which
dicated that the irregularities played a major role in the sc
tering. Significant progress was made toward the understa
ing of scattering by complex shelled bodies in this stud
However, due to the time constraints of performing the
search at sea, the experiments were naturally limited by
fact that the full range of orientations and acoustic frequ
cies could not be realized for all animals~it was essential to
perform these experiments at sea as it allowed studies t
performed on freshly caught animals spanning a wide ra
of species not available near the coast!. Furthermore, only a
limited class of species was used. The next logical step
this research is to extend this type of study to a wider ra
of frequencies and orientations so that the physics of
scattering process can be understood over a wider rang
536Stanton et al.: Scattering by shelled animals
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conditions. Also, it is important to examine other classes
animals within a gross anatomical group.

We have just completed an extensive set of acou
backscattering measurements involving benthic shelled b
ies. The experiments involved a wide range of acoustic
quencies spanning fromk1aesr much less than unity tok1aesr

much greater than unity and the full range of orientat
angles in one plane. The animals were chosen to fit
criteria: ~1! to be from the seafloor and~2! to have a shell
with a morphology similar to that of the planktonic on
studied so that direct comparisons~or simple extrapolations!
could be made. With this high-quality data set, domin
scattering mechanisms can be clearly identified with the s
tering geometry. The highk1aesr scattering model initially
developed for the planktonic ones described above is
tended and applied to these benthic animals. Furthermore
all-k1aesr model is applied to the benthic animals for da
averaged over all angles of incidence. Similarities betw
the scattering by the two animal types have been determ
and connections between the scattering model predict
and applications to volume and seafloor scattering w
shelled bodies are present are summarized.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. I, basic d
nitions and scattering models are presented involving b
the ray-based and modal-series-based models. Section I
scribes the experiment and Secs. III and IV present the
sults of the experiment and comparisons between the mo
and some of the results. Applications of the laboratory-ba
results to surveys in the ocean of the water column and
floor are discussed in Sec. V.

I. THEORY

The targets under investigation are irregular shelled b
ies with discontinuities. There are no exact analytical so
tions that can describe the scattering by these bodies, th
fore approximate or numerical solutions must be explor
After a section defining basic scattering terms, two appro
mate approaches are summarized. One involves an ave
of the exact modal-series solution to the spherical s
which has application to the problem for allk1aesr, and the
other involves a ray-based approach which is valid for o
the highk1aesr region ~i.e., k1aesr greater than unity!.

A. Definitions

The far-field backscattered energy from a bounded b
is commonly expressed in terms of the target strength
which is a logarithmic form of the scattering amplitudef
evaluated in the backscattering direction. The scattering
plitude describes the efficiency with which an object scatt
sound and is defined in terms of the incident and scatte
pressuresPinc andpscat as

pscat5Pinc

eik1r

r
f , ~1!

wherer is the distance between the object and receiver. T
expression is associated with a single echo or realiza
from a given individual target. With the geometry an
source/receiver terms listed separately in the above equa
537 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 2, August 2000
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the scattering amplitude contains all of the scattering phy
related to the target itself. The amplitude depends upon
object size, shape, orientation, and material properties
well as the acoustic wavelength. Scattering modeling effo
result in derivations or descriptions off.

The target strength is defined in terms of the backscat
ing amplitudef bs as

TS510 logu f bsu2510 logsbs , ~2!

where f bs is f evaluated in the backscattering direction a
the differential backscattering cross sectionsbs is defined as
sbs5u f bsu2 ~this differential cross section should not be co
fused with the commonly used backscattering cross sectios
wheres54psbs!. The target strength is in units of decibe
relative to 1m2.

In order to compare the scattering by objects of the sa
shape but of different sizes, the target strength is normali
according to the square of some dimension. The normali
or reduced target strength~RTS! for the case of the idea
sphere is defined in terms of the TS and radiusa of the
sphere as

RTS5TS210 logpa2. ~3!

For the case of irregular shelled animals, the equival
spherical radius,aesr, can be used in Eq.~3!.

For the case involving multiple targets or multiple rea
izations of the same target, it is useful to study the aver
echo energy. At high enough frequencies or short eno
wavelengths, the phases of the echoes from the targets
be random with respect to each other and the average
energy from the aggregation will be equal to the sum of
average echo energy from each individual~averaged over
independent realizations!. The equality holds true only when
effects due to multiple scattering such as extinction a
higher-order scattering~beyond first order! are negligible.
Since the backscattering cross section is proportional to e
energy, the ‘‘average’’ target strength of a target is co
monly expressed in terms of the average value of the ba
scattering cross section

^TS&510 loĝ sbs&, ~4!

where the averaging process, denoted by the brackets^...&,
was performed before the logarithm operation was tak
The averaging is over an ensemble of statistically indep
dent realizations of one or more variables such as animal
and/or orientation.

B. Modal-series solution to spherical shell—all k 1aesr

Although there are no exact analytical solutions to t
scattering by these irregular shelled bodies, there are e
solutions to objects with certain simple shapes. It is usefu
explore exact solutions involving simple shapes in order
determine insight into the scattering physics as well as c
ditions under which they provide a reasonable approxima
to the more complex shapes. There exists an exact solutio
the spherical shell. Although the animals are somewhat e
gated ~ratio of length to width is approximately 1.6! and
irregular with discontinuities, there is some utility to inve
tigating this solution, especially in light of the fact that the
537Stanton et al.: Scattering by shelled animals
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is not an exact analytical solution to the shape that m
resembles the animals. There will be some common elem
in the scattering processes of both the sphere and the
mals, especially since most of the animal’s shell is clos
and continuous~as opposed to the open half shell of a clam!.
At the high values ofk1a ~wherea is the radius of the oute
boundary of the spherical shell!, there will be scattering from
the front curved interface and surface elastic waves. Both
sphere and the animal will have both types of proces
There will, however, be distinct differences in the structu
and overall values involving single realizations because
the variability of the local radius of curvature and shell thic
ness of the animal as well as the discontinuities. At the low
values ofk1a, the scattering will be more a function of th
volume of the shell and there is more potential for appli
bility of the sphere solution.

The backscattering amplitude for the spherical shel
given in general form as

f bs5
2 i

k1
(

m50

`

~21!m~2m11!bm . ~5!

The termbm is the modal-series coefficient and can be e
pressed in terms of the ratio of two 636 determinants base
upon the boundary conditions. The radius of the shell,a, is
implicit in bm . The solution was first derived in Goodma
and Stern~1962! and is exact over allk1a.

The modal-series solution to the sphere was transform
by others into a ray solution~Überall, 1973; Marston, 1992!
in which the scattering amplitude was expressed in term
an infinite series of rays. The amplitude and phase of e
ray were determined through the Sommerfeld–Wat
Transformation~SWT!. One of those forms of the SWT wa
used in Stantonet al. ~1998b! as a basis of modeling th
scattering by planktonic shelled animals~see also discussio
in Sec. I C!. In that analysis, the ray solution was~coher-
ently! averaged over an ensemble of sizes to emulate
effect of the multiple ray paths around the irregular body
a single realization of animal size. Using that same appro
the modal-series solution could be averaged to obtain a s
lar effect. The ray approach has great utility since vario
rays that appear explicitly in the formulation can be giv
different weighting according to the physical process spec
to the irregular body@Stantonet al. ~1998b!#. In contrast,
these rays do not appear explicitly in the modal-series s
tion. The ray approach, however, is only valid in the hi
k1a region. Thus although the modal-series approach m
not be as useful in the highk1a region as the ray approach
the solution provides predictions~of varying accuracy! over
the whole range ofk1a.

In the application to the shelled bodies in this paper,
modal-series solution will be averaged over a range of s
and shell thickness in order to estimate the scattering by
animals averaged over angle of orientation. The average
creases the number of ray paths and reduces differenc
structure of the predictions and data. This approach was
generally successful in applying an ensemble average o
exact solution for the solid elastic sphere to the scattering
individual sand grains and suspended sediment~Thorne
et al., 1993, 1995!.
538 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 2, August 2000
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C. Approximate ray solution to irregular shell— k 1aesr
œ1 „geometric scattering region …

A convenient method for modeling the scattering by t
irregular shelled bodies involves the use of a ray approa
The formulation can be constructed using the dominant s
tered rays and can also be manipulated analytically. Ther
great potential with a ray solution to be able to predict t
resonance structure of the scattering. The disadvantage i
fact that ray solutions are generally only valid in the hi
k1aesr region, or geometric scattering region.

There is a range of sophisticated generalized ray theo
that can be used, including those described in Felsen an
~1989!, Ho and Felsen~1990!, Norris and Rebinsky~1994!,
Ho ~1994!, Yanget al. ~1995!, Rebinsky and Norris~1995!,
and Yanget al. ~1996!. Included in those formulations ar
arbitrary coupling coefficients between the incident wa
and the circumferential waves, and arbitrary ray paths du
the irregular surface of the body.

In a recent paper, we derived a simplified formula bas
upon a limited set of data involving the planktonic gastrop
Limacina retroversa~Stantonet al., 1998b!. The formula
used a single coupling coefficient associated with an aver
radius of the body. The random phases of the circumnavi
ing Lamb waves were estimated through assignment o
randomized radius of curvature of the body. As an appro
mation, each wave was constructed so as to follow the p
of a great circle.

Included in that formulation were two terms associat
with rays caused by the scattering by the front interface
the body and by a Lamb wave circumnavigating the bo
These terms were chosen as there was evidence that
existed sometimes with substantial energy. Our much m
extensive set of data presented herein involving the ben
gastropod snail~Littorina littorea!, which is morphologically
similar to Limacina, indicate that for certain orientation
there is also a ray that propagates into the opercular ope
and scatters back toward the receiver. We therefore ex
the formula presented in Stantonet al. ~1998b! to

f bs. f spec1 f op1 f Lamb, ~6!

where the termsf spec and f op represent the scattering from
the front interface and back of the opercular opening, resp
tively, and f Lamb is the Lamb wave that circumnavigates th
body.

This addition of the termf op, in essence takes the plac
of one of the termsf tw that is discussed in that paper an
ignored. That term was originally intended to be a transm
ted wave that passed through the shell, reflected off of v
ous interfaces beyond the front interface, and then retur
to the receiver. Since the shell is hard, the term was con
ered to be small. However, for the case in which the oper
lar opening is facing the sonar system, there is no bound
for the ray to pass through at the opening and the bundl
rays associated with the opening will pass into the shell
perturbed. Also, the specular wavef specand wave associate
with the opercular openingf op interfere in a manner consis
tent with waves reflecting off of two points separated by
distance comparable to the diameter of the body. There
other phenomena that can also give rise to such an effect
538Stanton et al.: Scattering by shelled animals
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have not been included because they are generally of
low energy. They are the waves scattered by the tip and e
of the opercular opening. It is calculated that the tip scat
sound with a target strength of about290 dB, which is 10’s
of dB lower than the specular return from the curved sh
face~Bowmanet al., 1987!. The backscattered echo from th
edge at these very high frequencies is 10’s of dB lower t
the specular return when the sound is well off normal in
dence from the local plane of the edge~Jebsen and Medwin
1982!.

The various terms in the above equation are given a

f spec.
aspec

2
R12Fspece

2 i2k1aspec, ~7!

f op.
1
2 aopR12Fope

i2k1aop, ~8!

f Lamb.2 1
2 GLeiFLāe22~p2uL!bL

3ei2k1ā@~c1 / c̄L!~p2uL!2cosuL#2 ip/2FL

3 (
m50

`

~21!me22pmbLei2pmk1āc1 / c̄Le2~1/2!g2sr
2
,

~9!

where

uL5sin21~c1 /cL!, ~10!

GL.8pbLc1 /cL , ~11!

c̄L /c1.k1ā/~aL11/2!, ~12!

and

g5k1$2@~c1 / c̄L!~p2uL!2cosuL#12pmc1 / c̄L

1Bk1ā@2~p2uL!12pm#%. ~13!

The termsf spec and f op contain a reflection coefficien
R12 due to the interface they are associated with. Simila
f Lamb contains a coupling coefficientGL that describes the
efficiency with which the incident signal couples with th
shell and reradiates.B accounts, in part, for dispersion a
cording to the relationc1 /cL5c1 / c̄L1Bk1Da, where the
mean speedc̄L is cL evaluated atk1ā. The termsaspec and
aop in Eqs.~7! and~8! for f specand f op are the local radii of
curvature that the incident wave sees, respectively. Theā in
Eq. ~9! for f Lamb is the average value of the radius of th
irregular sphere. The ray paths along lines of constant
ridional angle experienced deviations in path length due
deviations in effective radius from this mean. The atten
tion coefficientbL and dispersion termaL of the Lamb wave
are the imaginary and real parts of the complex root of
denominator of the modal-series coefficient for a fluid-fill
elastic spherical shell. The termuL is the angle at which the
Lamb wave launches and lands at the surface andFL is an
empirically determined phase shift due to the irregularity
the body. The terms r is the root-mean-square~rms! devia-
tion of the shell radius from the mean valueā. Note that
there are several ‘‘a’’ terms defined in the attempt to de
scribe the irregularity of the shell. Although they differ
value, they are all comparable toaesr.
539 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 2, August 2000
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Details of the above ray-based equations are discus
in Stantonet al. ~1998b!. One key aspect of this equation
the roughness-induced attenuation of the Lamb wave
was derived in that paper. In addition to the derived term
there are empirically determined terms such asFspec, Fop,
andFL which are used to weight the different scattered ra
For example, the opercular opening may be aimed aw
from the acoustic system, preventing a ray from travel
into the opening and back out toward the system. In t
case,Fop50. For the case when the opening is aimed tow
the system, thenFop is near or equal to unity.Fspec andFL

are also used to compensate the energy associated wit
specular and Lamb waves with respect to the direction of
opercular opening.

The above ray formula presented in Eq.~6! is only valid
for k1aesr greater than unity. However, in that region it h
the potential for predicting the resonance structure at le
qualitatively, if not also quantitatively. The formula is usef
for both single realizations and averages over ensemble

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND ANIMALS

There has been a series of acoustic scattering exp
ments involving both planktonic and benthic shelled anima
The experiments involving the planktonic gastropods~2-
mm-long Limacina retroversa! were conducted in a
laboratory-style tank setup on the deck of a ship us
freshly caught live animals. The work conducted during tw
cruises~1993 and 1994!, is described in Stantonet al. ~1994,
1996, 1998a, and 1998b! and Chu and Stanton~1998!. The
recently completed experiments involving the benthic gas
pods, periwinkles~Littorina littorea!, were conducted during
1997 in a similar tank setup in a laboratory at the Woo
Hole Oceanographic Institution. Because of the domina
of the shell in the scattering, the tissue of the benthic anim
was removed~for experimental convenience! and the experi-
ments were performed on the empty shells. Descriptions
the periwinkles and experimental setup are given below.

A. Animals

The periwinkles were collected during low tide off o
rocks at the shoreline at Woods Hole, MA. This species w
chosen, in part, because of its similarity in morphology to
planktonic gastropods studied earlier so that comparison
the scattering by the two different types of animals could
made. The periwinkle was also chosen because of the
that this is a common shape of many benthic species. Stu
ing this particular species could provide insight into the sc
tering by other ones of similar morphology.

The shape of both types of animals is in the form o
spiral ~Fig. 1!. More precisely, each animal is in the shape
a tube that is wound into a spiral. Each 360° rotation of
tube corresponds to a cycle of growth. The material prop
ties of the shell of each type of animal are very similar
each other—the planktonic shell is composed of arago
~Lalli and Gilmer, 1989! and the benthic is a combination o
aragonite and calcite~Lowenstam, 1954!. Aragonite and cal-
cite are similar materials. Both minerals are composed
CaCO3 ~calcium carbonate! with their differences being in
539Stanton et al.: Scattering by shelled animals
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their crystalline structure. Also, the density, compressio
sound speed, and shear sound speed of calcite are 2.71
6530 m/s, and 3360 m/s, respectively, while the density
compressional sound speed of aragonite are 2.92 g/cc
5820 m/s, respectively~the value of shear sound speed cou
not be found! ~Carmichael, 1982!. The differences in mate
rial properties will result in differences in scattering res
nances for a given size and shape, but not overall scatte
levels. The major acoustical difference between the t
types of animals is due to the fact that the planktonic anim
typically have much thinner shells than those of the ben
animals of the same size. The thinner shell allows the pla
tonic animal to swim throughout the water column.

Six periwinkles were used in the backscatter expe
ments ranging in size from 6.2 to 13.7 mm~Table I!. The
ratio of length to width of each animal is roughly consta
for the range of sizes used. This is an important observa
as it allows the use of a single shape for scattering pre
tions over a range of lengths. This quality of constant p
portions involving outer dimensions as well as shell thic
ness is further illustrated in the studies involving a larg
range of size of animals~Figs. 2 and 3!.

B. Experimental setup

The experimental setup and associated aspects of sy
calibration and data acquisition are very similar to those
scribed in detail in earlier papers~Stanton, 1990; Chuet al.,
1992! and summarized in more recent papers~Stantonet al.,
1994, 1998a! and will only be briefly summarized here. Th
principal difference between this setup and previously
ported ones is that the acoustic transducers were aimed
zontally rather than being mounted on the bottom and lo
ing up~Fig. 4!. They were aimed in this direction to facilitat
measurements of backscatter versus angle of orientatio
use of a computer-controlled stepper motor~also a new ad-
dition! that rotated the shells suspended in the acoustic be

The system consists of an array of pairs of acou
transducers that was facing in the horizontal direction i
3.7-m-long by 2.4-m-wide by 1.5-m-deep tank. The tank w
filled with filtered seawater. The transducers within each p
are closely spaced and identical. One of the two transdu
is used as the transmitter and the other the receiver. By u
two transducers, closer scattering ranges can be achie
ringing of the transmitter is less of a problem, the system
linear, and the system is easy to calibrate. The transdu
span the frequency range of 24 kHz to 1 MHz~although note
that the 24-kHz transducers, new additions, are physic
separate from the array!. The frequencies used in this pa
ticular experiment were 24, 50, 75, 120, 165, 200, 250~BB!,
500 kHz ~BB!, and 1 MHz ~BB! where broadband~BB!
octave-bandwidth transducers were used in the upper
quency region. The transducers at frequencies of 200
and below were narrow band.

The pulse-echo electronics were controlled by the sa
personal computer that controlled the stepper motor and
cluded a programmable waveform generator and power
plifier at the transmission end of the system and a prea
lifier, bandpass filter, and digital oscilloscope~for capture,
540 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 2, August 2000
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display, and transfer of data to computer! at the receiving
end of the system.

The animals were suspended in the middle of the aco
tic beams by a single thin monofilament line that was 59mm
in diameter and was acoustically transparent at these
quencies. Each animal was at a range of 51 cm from
transducer pairs spanning 50 kHz–1 MHz and at a range
cm from the 24 kHz transducers. These distances corresp
to the far field of each transducer. Also, at this range, e
animal was within the first Fresnel zone of the transceiv
making this a far-field scattering condition. The line was ti
around the midsection of the body~Fig. 1! and no glue was
used~the tying of the tether onto these small shells was do
by first affixing the shell onto a piece of two-sided tape, th
using tweezers to wrap the tether around the shell and tie
knots!. The tether was tied to a clip that was connected to
shaft of the stepper motor so that the tether coincided w
the center of the shaft. The shells were heavy enough so
the tether was fully extended throughout the experime
Through use of the small torsional strength of the teth

FIG. 1. Photo of periwinkle~Littorina littorea, animal No. 97-6! used in the
1997 acoustic scattering experiments at Woods Hole Oceanographic
tution. This is close to what would be a side view in the scattering meas
ments. The thin line is the tether~59 mm diameter!. The opercular opening
is facing the camera similarly to how it faced the acoustic transceiver a
orientation of about 240°.

TABLE I. Outer dimensions and related quantities of the periwinkles u
in the acoustic scattering measurements. The length is the measured
mum tip-to-tip distance. The width was measured between the plane
taining the face of the opercular opening and the outer point of the she
the opposite side of the shell. Because of the complexity of the animal s
and in order to be consistent, the axis along which the width was meas
was not necessarily perpendicular to the axis along which the length
measured. The equivalent spherical radiusaesr is used for some simulations
and is the radius of the sphere that has the same volume as that o
animal. The volume of the animal is calculated by assuming it has a pro
spheroidal shape with length and width as given in this table.

Animal
ID number

Length
~mm!

Width
~mm!

aesr

~mm! Length/width

97-1 6.2 3.9 2.3 1.6
97-2 6.6 4.2 2.4 1.6
97-3 8.8 5.6 3.3 1.6
97-4 10.0 6.7 3.8 1.5
97-5 10.6 7.0 4.0 1.5
97-6 13.7 8.4 4.9 1.6
540Stanton et al.: Scattering by shelled animals
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rotation of the stepper motor shaft could cause the she
rotate the same amount~difficulties with this approach are
discussed in Sec. II C!.

C. Measurement procedure

The system was calibrated both before and after the
tire series of scattering measurements~i.e., involving all peri-
winkles! was performed. Each scattering measurement
volved a sequence of first measuring the backgro
reverberation of the tank without the animal present in
beam, then placing the animal in the beam and measuring
backscatter over the range of orientation angles 0°–450

FIG. 2. Measurements of several different outer dimensions of various s
periwinkles plotted as a function of maximum tip-to-tip length. These w
different animals~but same species caught at the same time and loca!
than the ones used in the acoustics experiment. The along-track length
length of the animal~very close to the maximum length! along the track of
the acoustic signal when aimed at the apex~i.e., end-on incidence!. The
widths were measured generally transversely with respect to the length
axis. Given the complexity of the shape of the body, the crosswise
weren’t necessarily perpendicular to the lengthwise axis, although they
nearly so. The lines are least-square fits.

FIG. 3. Thickness of animal shell plotted as a function of tip-to-tip length
body. Because of the growth process of the animal, the shell was natu
of varying thickness~the older sections of the shell were thicker!. Therefore,
thickness as measured from several different sections or ‘‘whorls’’ wit
each body are plotted. Each whorl corresponds to one 360° rotation o
spiral shape of the body, which corresponds to one growth cycle. The
of the shell is solid. The lines drawn were simply to connect data from
same class of whorl.
541 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 2, August 2000
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as small as 1°-increments. The scattering measurements
performed using each of the transducers listed above w
one animal~No. 97-1! and using a subset of the transduce
for the other five animals.

Calibration was performed by configuring the transdu
elements so that the transmitter and receiver transduce
each pair were separated and facing each other. The se
tion distance was 198 cm for the 24 kHz transducers and
cm for all other frequencies. Separation was done by fi
placing the entire array on the bottom of the tank and th
raising each subarray~i.e., the linear array that contains on
transducer from each pair! so that the axis of each subarray
aligned vertically and the transducers are facing in the h
zontal direction.

Since bubbles can greatly contaminate the quality of
measurements, great care was taken so that there wer
bubbles present. Before calibration and the backscatter m
surements, all transducers were soaped so that their sur
would be in good contact with the water and buildup
bubbles would be retarded. Furthermore, the animal sh
and tether were soaped before the backscatter measurem
Soaping the shells involved soaking them in soapy water
agitating them so that the soap could reach the interior.

In addition to the initial soaping, the tether was occ
sionally wiped so that any bubbles that may be building
but were not detected visually could be eliminated. Als
before each time a new shell was placed in the beam fo
scattering measurement, a high-speed jet of water was ai
into the opercular opening so that bubbles and debris wo
be removed from the interior of the shell. The jet, which w
produced by a laboratory fluid dispenser, was repeate
pulsed for several minutes to insure that no bubbles rema
inside the shell.

During the background reverberation measurements,
echoes were summed over many pings so that random n
would be eliminated and the resultant coherent echo
stored in the digital oscilloscope. Once the animal w
placed in the acoustic beam for the animal scattering m
surements, the oscilloscope subtracted the background s
from the echo in real time so that all that remained was
echo from the animal~plus random noise!. This procedure
was especially important for the lower frequencies where
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FIG. 4. Experimental setup for measurements of acoustic backscatter v
angle of orientation.
541Stanton et al.: Scattering by shelled animals
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reverberation from various parts of the tank dominated
echoes. Because of the low signal-to-noise ratio for the
kHz measurements, the animal echo after subtraction
also summed from repeated transmissions so that the ran
noise in the echo could be reduced. The 50-kHz backsca
measurements would not have been possible without the
traction procedure, and the 24-kHz measurements requ
both procedures.

During the backscatter measurements, great care
taken so that all animals were rotated through the same b
plane and that the set of angles of rotation from each ani
was the same~e.g., 0° was the same orientation relative
the transducers for each animal!. The lengthwise axis of eac
animal was approximately horizontal. In order to align t
animals in a consistent manner, the shaft was rotated m
ally immediately before the measurements began for a g
animal so that each experiment would begin with the ape
the animal facing the transducer pair. More precisely,
animal was aligned so that the line connecting the outer
of the opercular opening~opposite the apex! and the apex
intersected the middle of the transducer pair. The operc
opening was aimed in the horizontal direction so that at
proximately 240° of rotation, the opening would be faci
the transducer. The alignment was performed visually
showed excellent repeatability. By use of the computer c
trol, the scattering measurement involved a sequence o
ternating single pings and rotations of 1–3° of the step
motor.

One challenge involved the fact that there appeared to
torsional friction on the tether used to suspend the anim
The source of this friction is perhaps from the surface tens
of the water. Because of this friction, the rotation of t
animal didn’t always correspond with the rotation of t
stepper motor. In order to insure one-for-one corresponde
between the rotation of the motor and animal, all expe
ments involved 450° of rotation. After each run, the po
plots of backscatter versus angle of orientation were visu
checked. If there was not good agreement between the 0
data and the 360–450° data, the data set was rejected an
measurement was repeated. Sometimes the measure
needed to be repeated several times to produce satisfa
results. The basis for acceptance was straightforward. If
slippage due to the friction occurred, there would always
a substantial amount of it. Thus the rejected data sets w
have slippage of the order of tens of degrees and would
obviously unacceptable visually. The acceptable data
had a very close agreement between the 0–90° data
360–450° data, as will be illustrated in the next section.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The acoustic backscatter data were analyzed in both
frequency and time domain as well as with respect to ani
orientation. In the frequency domain, the target strength v
sus frequency is investigated for single pings at a fixed an
of orientation as well as averaged over a range of angles
the time domain, the broadband signals are compressed
cross-correlation method that resembles matched filter
542 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 2, August 2000
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This temporal analysis, which is used in concert with t
spectral analysis, is crucial in understanding the domin
scattering mechanisms.

A. Observations of dependence of scattering upon
acoustic frequency, animal orientation, and
animal size

There were strong dependencies observed of the ac
tic backscattering upon acoustic frequency as well as
and orientation of the animals~Figs. 5–8!. These dependen
cies are illustrated in plots of backscattering versus orien
tion at various fixed frequencies or bands of frequencies
fixed animal size~Figs. 5, 6!; backscattering versus orienta
tion at fixed frequency and different animal sizes~Fig. 7!;
and backscattering versus frequency at various fixed an
of orientations~Fig. 8!.

Except for the lowest frequencies, the backscattering
the periwinkles was strongly dependent upon angle of ori
tation ~Fig. 5!. The orientation dependence also vari
strongly with frequency. Generally, the data at the low
frequencies showed that the backscattering was mildly
pendent upon orientation. As frequency is increased,
lobes of the scatter pattern tend to become narrower as
as greater in number.

At the higher frequencies, there was much structure
the scatter patterns. In an attempt to eliminate much of
fine structure that was highly variable from frequency to f
quency, the directivity patterns were investigated after
average across the band of frequencies from each of
broadband transducers was made~Fig. 6!. Some of the fine
structure was, indeed, eliminated, although some strong s
lobes still remained.

For a fixed frequency, the orientation dependence of
backscattering also varied with animal size~Fig. 7!. At 50
kHz, the data show that the scatter pattern is nearly omn
rectional for the smallest animal and strongly directional
the largest animal.

At any given fixed angle of orientation of the anima
there is also significant dependence of the backscatte
upon acoustic frequency~Fig. 8!. At each angle over the
entire range of orientations, there existed a very strong st
ture containing peaks and deep nulls. The peaks and n
were generally not regularly spaced.

B. Compression of broadband echoes in time domain

In addition to the spectral analysis described above,
echoes from an individual periwinkle were analyzed in t
time domain as well. All transmitted waveforms were suf
ciently long ~usually 200–400ms! that individual features
could not be resolved in the time domain without furth
processing. Because of the broadband nature of the ec
made possible by the octave-bandwidth transducers, the
oes using those transducers could be temporally compre
so that some of the features could be revealed.

The compression was performed by cross-correlating
echoes with the waveform received in the calibration. T
‘‘replicate’’ corresponded to the echo one would expect
the backscatter measurement if a target possessing a un
542Stanton et al.: Scattering by shelled animals
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FIG. 5. Normalized differential back-
scattering cross sectionsbs ~linear
scale, not logarithmic! versus angle of
orientation for a number of frequen
cies for an individual periwinkle ani-
mal ~No. 97-1, 6.2-mm long!. Each
plot was normalized by its maximum
value, resulting in a 0–1 range of nor
malizedsbs . Bottom view of animal
in experiment is sketched in upper le
corner. The data were collected ove
the range of angles 0 to 450° in 1°–3
steps ~1° steps for frequencies at o
above 165 kHz, 2–3° steps for th
lower frequencies!. Data from all 450°
are shown in order to illustrate repro
ducibility of the rotation of the animal.
0° corresponds to the apex of the she
aimed at the acoustic transducers~the
apex was actually aimed slightly
above the transducers—an amount th
varied from animal to animal!. The
opercular opening faces the transdu
ers at approximately 240°~the normal
of the plane of the opening faced
slightly above the transducers at 240°!.
The overlap between the main lobe a
about 65° in the 900-kHz data that wa
observed in both the 0–90° data and
the 360–450° data illustrates the hig
degree of reproducibility with this
tether arrangement. The 24-kHz da
for this animal was only collected a
0° and is therefore not shown.k1aesr

51 at about 100 kHz for this animal.

FIG. 6. Normalized backscattered en
ergy versus angle of orientation for th
three broadband measurements for
single animal ~No. 97-1, 6.2-mm
long!. The energy~plotted on a linear
scale, not logarithmic! was calculated
by summing the square of the time se
ries. Each plot is normalized by the
maximum value, resulting in a 0–1
range in values. The center frequenc
of each~octave bandwidth! transducer
is shown in the plot. Certain spectra
components ~Fourier bins! of this
broadband data are shown in Fig. 5
k1aesr51 at about 100 kHz for this
animal.
543 543J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 2, August 2000 Stanton et al.: Scattering by shelled animals
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FIG. 7. Normalized differential backscattering cross sectionsbs ~linear
scale, not logarithmic! versus angle of orientation for six individual per
winkles of different sizes at 50 kHz. The animals ranged in length from
to 13.7 mm.k1aesr>1 for the 13.7-mm-long animal. Each plot was norma
ized by its maximum value, resulting in a 0–1 range of normalizedsbs .
Data collected in same manner as described in Fig. 5 caption.
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frequency response was used. This cross-correlation pro
is formally known as a matched filter if the replicate inco
porates the scattering properties of the target. Our replic
does not incorporate the scattering properties since it is th
properties that are unknown and under investigation. The
fore, the pulse-compression process performed on these
oes generally was not a matched filter. However, the de
tions of the cross-correlation process using the ideali
~uniform frequency response! replicate from what one would
expect from a matched filter output contains informati
~Stantonet al., 1998a; Chu and Stanton, 1998!. For example,
if the scatterer is composed of a number of facets, the c
pressed pulse output using the calibration waveform for
replicate as described above will be composed of multi
main lobes, one per feature.

The compressed pulse output for the 500-kHz broadb
data from animal 97-1 showed a structure in the~com-
pressed! time series that depended upon orientation~Figs. 9
and 10, Table II!. For many orientation angles, the outp
contained two or more major lobes. The separation or ti
delay between the lobes varied with angle. Some of the t
delays corresponded to distances greater than what
would expect from two facets positioned along the direct
of propagation of the signal and separated by a dista
equal to the diameter of the body. Thus it is apparent t
more than a simple facet or feature-based model is requ
to describe the scattering. These latter features are qua
tively consistent with those subsonic circumferential wav
observed with planktonic gastropods~Limacina retroversa!
in Stantonet al. ~1998a, b! and Chu and Stanton~1998!.

IV. COMPARISON OF SCATTERING PREDICTIONS
WITH DATA

The structure in the scattering data~plotted versus fre-
quency! presented in Sec. III indicates that there are interf
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FIG. 8. Target strength versus frequency for six ang
of orientation for an individual periwinkle~No. 97-1,
6.2-mm long!. Four of the angles were chosen arb
trarily as they were multiples of 90°. The angles 60 a
240° were chosen because they corresponded to pe
in some of the scattering patterns, as illustrated in F
5. k1aesr51 at about 100 kHz for this animal. The dis
crete points are data from single-frequency transduc
while the continuous curves are data from the broa
band transducers. The overlapping curves are due to
fact that frequency ranges of the broadband transduc
sometimes overlapped each other. Data collected
same manner as described in Fig. 5 caption. Since
scattering pattern was essentially uniform with respe
to angle for the 24 kHz measurement, the TS value
24 kHz made at 0° was used in each plot for that fr
quency.
544Stanton et al.: Scattering by shelled animals
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ence phenomena taking place. These phenomena are m
likely due to multiple rays of different phases being scatter
back toward the receiver and interfering with each other. T
presence of multiple returns in the compressed pulse dat
consistent with this hypothesis. The dependence of scatter
versus angle of orientation of the animal is consistent w
the fact that the shape of the shell is complex. The amplitu
and phase of the various classes of scattered rays are m
likely changing with orientation.

The structure of the scattering for highk1aesr is modeled
on a ping-by-ping basis using a ray-based approach. In or
to estimate the scattering over allk1aesr, a modal-series-
based approach is used, but only over ensemble-avera
echoes. In all predictions, the material properties for calc
are used as an approximation to the shell material. As d
cussed earlier, the shell is composed of two very simil
materials—aragonite and calcite. To the authors’ knowledg
complete information on material properties is only availab
on calcite, but not aragonite or calcite-aragonite. Given t
closeness of~known! material properties of calcite and ara
gonite, use of calcite-only parameters is a reasonable
proximation.

A. Single-ping analysis

The structure of the patterns in the plots of targ
strength versus frequency for highk1aesr is not predictable
using the exact modal-series solution to the elastic flu
filled spherical shell. Given the complexity of the shape
the animal, this is not a surprise. In order to model the stru
ture of the scattering by these complex shapes, an appro
mate ray approach is used. This approach is intuitive a
physically tractable to various rays that will scatter geomet
cally and cause interference such as the ones observed in

FIG. 9. Compressed pulse~CP! output for 500-kHz broadband echoes from
individual periwinkle~animal 97-1, 6.2-mm long! as a function of orienta-
tion angle. Data collected as described in Fig. 5 caption. For the purpose
illustration, only a subset of the angles over the entire range 0 to 360°
shown. Each CP output is normalized to the same peak amplitude.
545 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 2, August 2000
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10. For some angles and bands of frequency, the interfere
pattern is weak~top row, Fig. 10!, indicating that only one
ray is dominating the scattering for that orientation. For oth
angles, two or more rays contribute to the scattering.

The raylike behavior of the scattering at the highk1aesr

of
is

FIG. 10. Compressed pulse~normalized!, frequency spectrum, and ray
based scattering predictions for several orientations of an individual p
winkle ~animal No. 97-1, 6.2-mm long!. Data ~thick lines! from set de-
scribed in Fig. 5. Theoretical predictions~thin lines! were produced as
follows: 53° orientation: These calculations were similar to those
Limacina retroversagiven in Fig. 2 of Stantonet al. ~1998b! with the main
difference being animal size,Fspec, and Lamb wave speed. Equation~6! of
this paper was used with onlyf spec and f Lamb contributing (f op50). R12

50.84, aspec5ā5aesr52.28 mm,s r50.025ā ~inferred from the data!, bL

50.002k1ā ~thek1ā functional dependence is based on the analytical La
wave model and the coefficient 0.002 is based upon a fit to the data!, aL

53k1ā ~the ‘‘3’’ is based on fit to data; the ‘‘k1ā’ ’ is based on model!,
FL52p/2 ~inferred from data! for the subsonic wave,uL5p/2 ~based on
model!, cL /c15k1ā/(aL10.5).1/3 ~this analytical relationship was pre
dicted theoretically and the value of 1/3 was observed!, FL51 ~inferred!,
Fspec51 ~inferred!, ~theR1250.84 is calculated for the coefficient expecte
for a semi-infinite planar half-space of calcite where the published values
calcite g[r2 /r152.646 andh[c2 /c154.345 ~longitudinal waves! ~from
Carmichael, 1982!, the Lamb wave series was truncated to include only
m50 term, andFop50. For the 244 and 292° orientations: Equation~6! of
this paper was used withf spec and f op contributing (f Lamb50). For both
cases,g and h are the same as for the 53° orientation above,Fspec51,
FLamb50, and the termaspec5aop5aesr52.28 mm in the magnitude portion
of each term. The phase shifts, which were more sensitive to shape and
required adjustment from the mean radius for a good fit to the data: for 2
orientation,aspec5aop51.22aesr in the exponent andFop5e2 ip/4; for 292°
orientation,aspec5aop51.75aesr in the exponent andFop51.
545Stanton et al.: Scattering by shelled animals
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region is consistent with the type of scattering behavior
served with the limited set of data with the 2-mm-lon
planktonic gastropods~Limacina retroversa! in Stantonet al.
~1998a, b!. With those animals, there was an oscillatory b
havior in the scattering that was dependent upon orientat
The oscillations were consistent with the presence of a s
sonic Lamb wave with a speed of approximately 1/8 that
the surrounding water.

In these periwinkle data, both a subsonic and sonic w
are observed after the initial echo and both have been m
eled ~Table II, Fig. 10!. The data containing the sonic wav
are consistent with rays scattering off of two facets where
path of the acoustic wave was in the water~bottom two rows
of Fig. 10!. The round-trip time is consistent with distanc
comparable to the diameter of the body. In this latter ca
Eq. ~6! was used, using Eqs.~7! and ~8! for the specular
~front interface! and opercular opening rays. The Lamb wa
contribution from Eq.~9! was not included~i.e., FL50!.

The data containing the subsonic wave indicate t
there are two waves—one from a facet on the body~a likely
candidate being the front interface! and the other due to th
antisymmetric zeroth-order Lamb wave which is subso
and travels around the elastic shell~second row of Fig. 10!.
Here, Eq.~6! was used with Eqs.~7! and ~9! to include the
specular and Lamb wave contributions, but excluding
opercular ray~i.e., Fop50!.

There is excellent comparison between the two-
model and the data where the sonic waves are present.
orientations for these data correspond to ones where
opercular opening is facing in the general direction of
receiver. Hence it is reasonable to obtain two sonic wav
one from the front interface and one that travels into
opercular opening and back toward the receiver to inter
with the specular return.

For the data involving subsonic rays, there was reas
able agreement between the predictions and the data fo
upper portion of the frequency band and poor agreement
tween the data and predictions for the low part of the ba
The fact that there is agreement over only part of the b
indicates that the scattering is more complex than mode
and other rays may exist that contribute significantly to
scattering. This is not a surprise given the simplificatio
leading up to the predictions. Only one of the large class
Lamb waves was included, and other waves were exclu
as well.

TABLE II. Time separation between main features of compressed p
output from individual periwinkle for certain angles of orientation. Da
from Fig. 10. The time delay from the 53° data is consistent with that
subsonic circumferential waves. The time delay from the 292° data is
sistent with the sonic wave round trip between two facets separated
distance comparable to the size of the body. At 0 and 292° orientation
apex and opercular opening of the shell are aimed at, or in the gen
direction of, the transducer pair, respectively.

Orientation
~degrees!

Time separation
~m sec! Comments

0 ¯ single peak
53 19 subsonic wave

292 9 sonic wave
546 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 2, August 2000
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What is remarkable about the portion of the frequen
band in which the subsonic wave analysis is consistent w
the data is the fact that the equation used was the same
used in the predictions of the scattering by the plankto
gastropods in Stantonet al. ~1998b!. In that analysis, a com
bination of measured parameters~e.g., animal size!, inferred
parameters~e.g., roughness-induced phase shift of Lam
wave!, and parameters that were a compromise between
ferred values and values obtainable through simplified th
retical predictions~e.g., Lamb wave coupling coefficient!
were used. All of those parameters were used in this cur
analysis with the exception of animal size~the size of this
periwinkle was used!, Fspec ~which is expected to vary with
orientation!, and Lamb wave speed. The inferred subso
wave was 1/3 that of the sonic speed versus 1/8 for
Limacina. This difference is to be expected since this set
data is at a higherk1aesr value than for theLimacinaas well
as involving a disproportionately thicker shell, and the Lam
wave speed naturally increases withk1aesr and relative shell
thickness in that region~Kargl and Marston, 1989; Kaducha
et al., 1995!.

This ray analysis illustrates some of the basic physics
the scattering process. At other angles, the structure is
regular, indicating that the scattering is more complex a
would most likely require more rays in the predictions.

B. Average echoes

It is clear in the above single-ping analysis that the sc
tering process is very complex. It is so complex, that it m
not be practical to be able to accurately predict the scatte
for each angle of orientation. In field applications, obser
tions of acoustic scattering usually involve aggregations
animals ~both planktonic and benthic applications!. These
aggregations will involve a distribution of animal size an
orientation whose ensemble-averaged levels will tend
have much less structure in the scattering pattern. Thus
important to use a formulation that can, at the least, pre
the averaged smoothed scattering levels.

One candidate for predicting the ensemble-avera
scattering is the exact modal-series solution for the flu
filled elastic spherical shell. Although it cannot predict t
structure of the scattering from single pings for these a
mals, it can be useful as an approximation in predicting
averaged scattering because it contains much of the und
ing physics of the scattering process. Implicit in the soluti
are the specular wave, all classes of Lamb waves, intern
transmitted waves, and Franz waves. Other waves, suc
those entering the opercular opening, are not included. A
not included are effects of the irregularities of the shell
the various waves. However, by averaging the predicti
over size and shell thickness for values ofk1aesr above 0.5,
the resultant variation in phase of the~implicit! waves due to
the different sizes and shell thicknesses will tend to hav
similar effect that the irregularities have on the waves a
smooth out the structure.

The averaging process consisted of averaging the b
scattering cross section, as predicted by the exact mo
series solution, over a range of sizes and shell thicknes
The averaging was only performed for values ofk1aesrabove
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0.5 and only over a small range ofaesr and shell thickness
~the range ofaesr and shell thickness corresponded to me
sured irregularity of the shells!. For values ofk1aesr below
0.5, there was no averaging. In this region, there is no in
ference structure. Furthermore, since the wavelength is
erally much greater than any feature on the object, the s
tering is much less sensitive to irregularities and orientati
In fact, for the ideal spherical shell, the scattering in t
region depends upon the volume of the shell~Goodman and
Stern, 1962!. The scattering by fluid objects~elastic bodies
are fluidlike in this region! of any shape in this region als
only depends upon the volume~not shape! of the body. In
order to prevent any biases associated with the averag
averaging was not performed in this lowerk1aesr region.

Certainly, this approach of averaging over size and s
thickness is not rigorous and it is applied strictly to obta
the observed effect of smoothed out structure due to the
eraging of data over orientation. However, there is some
mal basis for the averaging over size and shell thickness
shown in Stantonet al. ~1998b! and summarized in Eqs.~6!–
~9!, the scattering has explicit components that depend u
the local radius of curvature of the curved surface facing
transceiver~f spec and f op!. This radius depends~implicitly !
upon orientation. Thus an average over a range of radi
curvature of the irregular object is, indeed, connected to
process of averaging over angle of orientation. A simi
argument can be made for terms in Eqs.~6!–~9! that depend
upon shell thickness which, in turn, depends upon orien
tion. For example, in a more rigorous treatment,R12 is re-
placed by a term that depends upon shell thickness~Marston,
1992!. There are, however, many complexities in the scat
ing process that cannot be taken into account with this
proach, such as orientation-dependent effects associated
the discontinuity of the shell. What is especially important
use of this averaging approach is recognizing that the re
associated with the specular reflection from the front int
face (f spec) is relatively strong compared with the other one
If that were the only wave returning from the target, then
averaging process over size and shell thickness wo
strongly resemble the average over orientation. Althou
there may be larger errors associated with the other te
the variation over size in the averages varies the phase
the different terms and creates the desired effects of smo
ing out the structure.

In addition to the data to be presented in this secti
there is strong empirical evidence in other independent s
ies that the averaging over size and shell thickness is a
sonable approximation. For example, in a study by Tho
et al. ~1995!, an average over sizes of the exact modal-se
solution for solid elastic spheres was compared with d
involving irregular solid elastic objects over a wide range
k1aesr ~Fig. 9 of that paper!. The data from the objects in
volved an average over angle of orientation and someti
over a distribution of size. There was excellent agreem
between the approximate predictions and data. Their ana
demonstrated that, although the approach is not formally
rect, it is a reasonable approach toward describing the a
age scattering for this very complex class of problems.

In this current analysis there was reasonable agreem
547 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 2, August 2000
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between the averaged modal-series-based solution and
data averaged over all angles of orientation~Fig. 11!. The
model parameters were based either on direct measurem
or published values~no parameters were adjusted to impro
the fit to the data!. There was reasonable agreement o
much of the range ofk1aesr ~the Rayleigh and geometri
region! including the position of the Rayleigh/geometr
transition region. However, there were also some signific
deviations. There was a strong resonance in the data
k1aesr50.5 that could not be predicted with this scatteri
approach~Figs. 11 and 12!. There were also some disagre
ments near the Rayleigh/geometric transition region and
the highest values of thek1aesr. The latter two regions were
very sensitive to the choice of scattering parameters.
varying average shell thickness and bulk material proper
~neither were known accurately! in the simulations, different
parts of the data could be predicted, but never all simu
neously~not shown!. Hence the parameters used for Fig.
were published values of material properties and aver
measured shell thickness.

C. Modeling the low k 1aesr resonance

As discussed above, there were strong scattering le
observed neark1aesr50.5. The levels were observed wit

FIG. 11. Comparison between modal-series solution for fluid-filled sph
cal shell averaged over range of sizes and shell thicknesses with the
sured backscattering by an individual periwinkle averaged over all angle
orientation. The average over size and shell thickness~done for k1aesr

.0.5! is intended to partially emulate the range of radii of curvature a
shell thicknesses experienced by the various scattered rays over all ang
orientation. Since the tissue of the body was removed from the shell,
interior fluid of the shell is modeled in this case to be the same as
exterior fluid. Same data as presented in Fig. 5~animal 97-1, 6.2-mm long!.
Since the data did not vary significantly with orientation at 24 kHz, only
single datum collected at 0° orientation is plotted at that frequency. Sph
cal shell solution taken directly from Goodman and Stern~1962!. Param-
eters for the predictions areā5aesr52.28 mm~that is, the average radiu
used in the predictions was set equal to the measured equivalent sph
radius of the animals; theaesr shown in the plot are the two termsā5aesr!,
g52.65, hc54.35 ~compressional sound speed contrast in shell!, hs
52.24 ~shear sound speed contrast in shell!, and shell thickness
50.2 mm ~from average measured thickness! ~material properties from
Carmichael, 1982!. Here the fractional shell thicknes
5~shell thickness!/ā50.09 ~whereā is the average radius used in the pr
dictions!. Both the radius and shell thickness were varied in the avera
~Gaussian distributed! with a 10% standard deviation~s.d.! and spanning
values within62 s.d. of the means.
547Stanton et al.: Scattering by shelled animals
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repeated measurements of the same animal for replicatio
well as with a different sized animal. The levels could not
predicted using the modal-series-based approach used a
with the average shell thickness values.

We explored the lowk1aesr resonance with the moda
series approach by varying parameters outside of the m
sured range and found that, for a very thin shell and use
radius that is slightly larger than the equivalent spheri
radius, one could predict a resonance in that region~Fig. 12!.
In that study, the thickness of the simulated shell was 0.
times the simulated radius of the shell. This corresponds
shell that has a thickness that is roughly 1/5 that of the
erage thickness of the actual measured shell. This obse
tion could lead to two possibilities:~1! Since the shell has a
variable thickness, perhaps there are sections that are
enough to produce such a resonance,~2! since the shell is no
spherical and hollow, but rather has internal structure,
structure provides a mechanism for altering the resona
characteristics of the shell.

V. APPLICATION TO ACOUSTIC SCATTERING IN THE
OCEAN

In spite of the fact that the scattering by the shel
benthic and planktonic animals is strong, there have b
few quantitative studies of the acoustic scattering by s
animals in the ocean. Below are brief summaries and dis
sions of applications presented in other papers of simpli
versions of these acoustic scattering models to sound sca
ing by the seafloor and water volume when shelled anim
are present.

FIG. 12. Modeling study of the resonance structure measured neark1aesr

50.5 ~which is at aboutk1a50.6 on this plot!. Six individual periwinkles
were used~Nos. 97-1 through 97-6! and two frequencies@24 kHz ~diamond!
and 50 kHz~square!#. In order to achieve a fit between the model pred
tions and the data in this exploratory study, the shell thickness in the
dictions needed to be approximately 1/5 that of the average measured
thickness, while the modeling radius ‘‘a’’ needed to be slightly larger than
the equivalent spherical radius of the animal. A single realization of
modal-series solution described in Fig. 11 was used withg52.65, hc
54.35, hs52.24, and fractional shell thickness5~shell thickness!/a
50.014. The values ofaesr given in Table I for the animals were multiplied
by 1.25 for use ink1a andRTSin the plot of data. All data correspond to 0
orientation~i.e., the apex was aimed at the transducers!.
548 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 2, August 2000
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A. Seafloor

The scattering by a seafloor covered with shelled a
mals has been predicted using the results from the periwin
experiment described herein and compared with data
lected in the ocean. The analysis is described in Stan
~2000! and will only be briefly summarized and discussed
the context of the results presented in this paper. In t
paper, the key assumption was that first-order scattering f
the top layer of shells dominated the scattering. Higher-or
scattering, shadowing, and contributions from the seafl
were explicitly ignored which limited the analysis~although
note that the Lambert’s Law formula implicitly takes the
effects into account to some extent!. In spite of these limita-
tions, the formulation provided insight into the scatteri
problem. With these assumptions, the area scattering stre
SA of the seafloor at high frequencies was expressed q
simply, in Lambert’s Law form, as

SA5^RTS~m!&110 logF110 log sin2ug , ~14!

where^RTS(m)& is the reduced target strength based on
average scattering properties~measured or modeled! of an
individual animal,F is the packing factor of the layer o
animals~fraction of area of seafloor covered by the animal!,
andug is the grazing angle~ug590° corresponds to norma
incidence!. What is important about this equation is the fa
that the area scattering strength is expressed in terms o
reducedtarget strength of the animals rather than the tar
strength. As defined before, the reduced target strength is
target strength normalized by size of the animal. For h
k1aesr, the reduced target strength~based on the averag
scattering properties! is not only independent of size, but, o
average, relatively independent of frequency. Thus for g
metric scattering, the area scattering strength is relativ
independent of acoustic frequency and size of feature on
seafloor. Because of this independence, to a first approx
tion, the data and modeling for one size of animal can p
sibly be applied to scattering by surfaces containing ot
sizes~provided that they too are in the geometric scatter
region!.

Equation~14! and geometric scattering data in this pap
~Fig. 11! were used to make predictions for area scatter
strength and compared with scattering data collected
Jacksonet al. ~1986! and Stanicet al. ~1989!. In those pa-
pers, data were presented involving sound scatter at 20
and 20–180 kHz, respectively, by sections of the seafl
that were covered with a dense layer of shells. Although
size distribution of shells was not documented in the Jack
et al. ~1986! paper and the sizes reported in the Stanicet al.
~1989! paper were different than those used in this expe
ment, our values of reduced target strength~based on average
scattering properties! were used because of the independen
of SA , to first order, upon size. The predictions were with
the range of values observed by Jacksonet al. ~1986! of area
scattering strength near normal incidence and slightly hig
than the normal incidence values extrapolated via Lambe
Law from the Stanicet al. ~1989! data ~in the geometric
scattering region where the frequencies were above 60 k!
which involved shallow grazing angles. This reasona
comparison showed that, in spite of the many assumpti
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made in the surface scattering formulation, the reduced ta
strength data~or equivalently, the reduced target streng
predictions! could robustly make the seafloor scattering p
dictions for a limited range of conditions. These results sh
promise of applying normalized scattering data or mo
from one type of~individual! benthic animal to seafloor re
gions containing aggregations of another type.

B. Volume

The scattering by planktonic shelled animals has b
predicted using an earlier version of the models descri
here and compared with acoustic survey data. The analys
presented in detail in Wiebeet al. ~1996! and will only be
briefly summarized below in the context of the results p
sented in this paper. In that paper, a survey using a 420-
echosounder over the Georges Bank~near Cape Cod, MA! is
described. Gastropods with numerical densities of up
1000’s m23 were observed and sometimes dominated
echoes~volume scattering strength of up to256 dB!. In the
analysis, a ‘‘high-pass’’ model from Stantonet al. ~1994!
was used which incorporated the lowk1a limit based on a
fluid sphere modal-series solution for low frequencies an
ray solution @specular component given in Eq.~7! of this
paper# for the high frequencies. Since all data were in t
geometric scattering region, only the highk1aesr portion was
taken advantage of in the research. Acoustic scattering
dictions were made based upon size and taxa of anim
caught in net tows. The predictions were compared with d
collected in the~420-kHz! acoustic surveys from the sam
body of water. There was very good agreement between
dictions and observed volume scattering strengths. The s
of the plot of predicted values versus observed data was
sentially identical to the idealized expected slope of un
although there was roughly a 3.5-dB offset between pre
tions and observations. In some of the regions, it is estima
that the~2 mm! gastropods dominated the scattering, wh
is useful in validation of the modeling approach.

The near agreement between the predictions and ob
vations using the very simple approach in that analysis
promising. The simple model, which has no structure in
high k1aesr region, apparently was reasonable in estimat
the scattering by the aggregation of scatterers. As show
Fig. 11 of this paper, when the scattering is averaged ov
distribution of sizes and/or orientations, the highk1aesr por-
tion of the scattering tends to become smooth. Thus som
the details that are brought out in the more complex mode
Eq. ~6! may not be very important in the aggregation av
age. The exception to that observation is that, although
structure may be washed out in the average over size
orientation, the various waves that give rise to the struct
have substantial energy and that energy will contribute to
overall scattering levels.

Finally, since the data presented in Wiebeet al. ~1996!
were only at one~high k1aesr) frequency, the lowk1aesr por-
tion of the simplified model could not be tested. Howev
the results presented in Fig. 11 of this paper indicate that
averaged scattering near the Rayleigh/geometric trans
region has enough structure that the simple model use
Wiebeet al. ~1996! most likely will not suffice. A more gen-
549 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 2, August 2000
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eral model that incorporates the elastic shelled propertie
the body is required, such as the one presented in this pa

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The backscattering data collected with both the bent
animals described here and the planktonic ones describe
previous studies indicate the great complexity of the scat
ing processes involved. The fact that the scattering is
strongly dependent upon angle of orientation shows that
irregularity of the shell needs to be taken into account. B
the spectral and temporal~compressed pulse! analyses pro-
vided valuable information regarding the dominant scatter
processes. In the highk1aesr region, there were typically two
or more rays scattered back toward the receiver. One of
rays was the specular return off of the front interface wh
the other was either a ray from within the opercular openi
a subsonic Lamb wave, or other rays not quantified in
analysis. The Rayleigh and Rayleigh/geometric scattering
gions were also complicated.

There was reasonable success in predicting the sca
ing by use of both ray-based and modal-series-based mo
Depending upon orientation, the ray-based models used
ther the echo from the front interface and a Lamb wave
the echo from the front interface and a ray from the opercu
opening. Other orientations involved scattering patterns
were more complex than a simple two-ray model could p
dict. The modal-series solution was averaged over a rang
sizes and shell thicknesses to produce reasonable predic
of the data when averaged over angle of orientation. T
average of the sizes and thicknesses seemed to at leas
tially account for the range of curvature and thicknesses s
by the incident acoustic waves over the range of ang
What was especially remarkable in the~periwinkle! analysis
was that the ray model involving the Lamb wave used all
three of the parameters used in the analysis involving
smaller gastropods. The three parameters were animal
~which naturally changes with animal!, Fspec~which was ex-
pected to change with orientation angle!, and Lamb wave
speed~which was expected to change with the higherk1aesr

and relative shell thickness!. Thus the parameters appropria
for the planktonic gastropods which have a similar shape,
disproportionately thinner shell, appear to be applicable
the benthic gastropods.

Application of the data and modeling involving the pe
winkles to the problem of scattering by the seafloor we
discussed. The results from another paper were summar
which used the measured reduced target strength of the
winkles to predict scattering by shell-covered sections of
seafloor. The predictions were close to or comparable to
observations, which is a remarkable result considering
differences~or possible differences! between the periwinkles
and the animals in the seafloor experiments. Given the
that the area scattering strength at high frequencies is, to
order, independent of size of~volumetric! feature when a
covering exists, this study showed the promise in using
duced target strength data or models such as those pres
in this paper to help predict sound scattering by sh
covered seafloors.
549Stanton et al.: Scattering by shelled animals
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Applications of the scattering models to plankton
shelled animals were also discussed. The results of an ea
paper were summarized, in which a greatly simplified v
sion of the models presented in this work produced reas
able predictions of the scattering observed in an acou
survey of a region in which planktonic gastropods domina
the scattering. However, that work involved only a sing
high frequency~geometric scattering! and scattering by en
sembles of animals. Work involving lower frequenci
and/or echoes involving single animals would require use
the more sophisticated models.

In conclusion, through analysis and modeling of the e
tensive data set presented herein, great progress has
made toward the understanding of the complex nature of
scattering by benthic and planktonic shelled animals. A b
ter understanding of the dominant scattering mechanisms
been achieved for these complex bodies as well as scatte
models developed or extended with conditions of valid
determined.
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